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Know therefore that the Lord thy God, he is God, the faithful God, which keepeth covenant and mercy with them that love 

him and keep his commandments to a thousand generations;  — Deuteronomy 7:9 

The Kills of Mills 
A rabid Leftist now controls my home state, Maine.  I lived and fought there during my thirties and forties.  I 

was leader of the century old Christian Civic League of Maine most of that time.  I am proud of the fact that the 

League fought the sodomites during my two decades there.  While the historic evangelical institution ultimately lost 

that battle it did remain faithful to the end of my tenure.  The resistance to sodomy in Maine collapsed as a result of 

the effective use of Leftist Saul Alinsky’s “Rules for Radicals.”  I’ve mentioned in previous editions of “Shield of 

Faith” how Alinsky’s 13th rule was used on the League.  That rule is to “Pick the target, freeze it, personalize it, 

and polarize it.”  That was done to me at League.  It helped that the media there was a tool of the Left.  It was 

openly hostile to our point of view on “sexual orientation” the entire time.  Never was a really fair debate pur-

sued by journalists there.  I made the fatal error of thinking that some journalists were being fair.  It wasn’t possible 

then to pursue a career in journalism without reporting on religion as superstition.  The first rule of journalism in 

the West for generations has been that religion equals unreason, science equals reason.  Now the West finds itself 

descending into a quagmire of deep unreason.  Everything is about power and money.  The West is quite literally 

losing her soul.  The only hope is a restoration of the Spirit of the West.  And that absolutely will not happen with-

out respecting the contribution that Christianity made to the development of our civilization.  Christianity must 

look to the warrior angel Michael for instruction in this.  Christianity must go to war with people like Killary 

and her protégé, Janet Kills in Maine.  Christians MUST make this battle PERSONAL.  We have reached a point in 

the history of the West where nothing makes sense unless you understand this fact.  We are NOT fighting some es-

oteric amorphous other out there somewhere.  We are not engaged in causes/disagreements that can be debated end-

lessly.  We either fix our problem with sex or we lose our nations in the West.  And here’s the problem with sex in 

the West.  Killary and Governor Kills have been allowed to separate the sexual act from it’s essence.  For the 

human being sex can never be only about pleasure and hooking up … because it isn’t about that.  Sex is about 

LIFE — human life.  The Left has become the handmaid of chaos to gain and hold on to power.  The poster girl 

for this wicked ideology in Maine is Janet Kills, the Governor.  Paul Madore and I are going to do everything in 

our power to take this war to her doorstep.  We are making it personal because these issues — abortion and sod-

omy — couldn’t be MORE personal.  Janet Kills should be impeached.  Killary should be in jail. 

I’m planning a Christian Crusade.  It will start in two weeks.  I’ll be in New York and Maine.  Pray that 

God provides the VERY MODEST amount of money I need for this offensive against the devil. 
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